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	This has been a very long journey. We found that writing this book was a challenging
	task, a much harder one than we had anticipated, but there were also moments of joy
	and discovery along the way! The idea for the book first came to us 18 months ago,
	and many days and nights have come and gone between the first sentence we wrote
	and the final book you hold today.


	This is not our first book—it is the ninth book for Daniele, the seventh for Stefano,
	and the fourth for Marco—but it is the most complex one we’ve attempted because of
	the Techniques format we implement in the book. In addition, we were coauthoring
	another book for Manning Publications, Entity Framework 4 in Action, at roughly the
	same time.


	Our aim in writing this book was not to create a typical reference book: there are
	plenty of those around. We felt that because ASP.NET has now reached a high level of
	maturity, the time was ripe for a book of best practices, and that is what we set out to
	do. Instead of focusing on how a class is implemented or what members offer, this
	book shows you how to get tasks done, the right way.


	If your days (and nights) are spent on implementing web applications, you know
	that the best way to learn is from experience. This book contains all the tips we have
	learned in more than 10 years of working with ASP.NET. Everything in this book comes
	from our own day-by-day experience working as consultants as well from ASP.NET community
	members. We learned a lot from other people’s problems, and we are happy to
	now share the solutions and best practices with you.
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Java Development with AntManning Publications, 2002
This book is about Ant, the award-winning Java build tool. Ant has become the centerpiece of so many projects’ build processes because it is easy to use, is platform independent, and addresses the needs of today’s projects to automate testing and deployment. From its beginnings as a helper application to compile Tomcat, Sun’s (now...
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Business Analysis and Design: Understanding Innovation in OrganisationPalgrave Macmillan, 2021

	A logo is usually some form of graphic—a visualisation used by organisations,

	groups or even individuals to aid and promote instant recognition. When we use

	logos within this book, they are designed to promote recognition of some of the

	fundamentally different ways of thinking you will experience.
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Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2014 Integration Services (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2014

	Fill the gap between planning and doing with SSIS 2014


	The 2014 release of Microsoft's SQL Server Integration Services provides enhancements for managing extraction, transformation, and load operations, plus expanded in-memory capabilities, improved disaster recovery, increased scalability, and much more. The increased...
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Entropy of Mind and Negative Entropy: A Cognitive and Complex Approach to Schizophrenia and its TreatmentKarnac Books, 2008
Over the years, my work has been guided, stimulated, challenged, motivated, and rewarded from two major sources. The fi rst source has been my students and collaborators. They have asked questions, posed problems, and challenged ideas. They have been, in many cases, collaborators in theory and conceptual developments. The second source of...
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Ceramic, Art and CivilisationBloomsbury Publishing, 2021

	
		In his major new history, Paul Greenhalgh tells the story of ceramics as a story of human civilisation, from the Ancient Greeks to the present day. As a core craft technology, pottery has underpinned domesticity, business, religion, recreation, architecture, and art for millennia. Indeed, the history of ceramics parallels the...
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Production for Print (Portfolio Skills)Laurence King Publishing, 2010

	This book gives graphic designers the confidence to do everything necessary to ensure trouble-free, high-qualityprintingto calibrate images; adjust trapping levels; and mix colors that wont print as something that is a complete surprise. It explains scanning and resolution, and discusses good and bad image formats, describing techniques to...
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